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TABLE OF SYMBOLS
2

M

- total system (bicycle plus rider) mass,

lb-sec
ft

MR

- rider upper body mass,

lb- sec 1ft.

T

- applied steering torque,

ft-lb.

V

- forward ve locity

ftl sec

W

- total system weight, Mg

lbs.

- steering as sem.bly weight, MSg

lbs.

- ground reaction force at front wheel contact patch

lbs.

W

S

ZF
CO(

,

Ccp - tire stiffness

2

lbs I rad.

coefficients~:'

R

- tire rolling radius

ft.

a

- horizontal distance between center of front
wheel and total system. c. g.

ft.

- horizontal distance between center of rear
wheel and total system. c. g

ft.

b

- front fork m.as s offs et; pe rpendicular
distance from. steer axis to steering assem.bly, c. g

ft.

g

- gravitational constant

ftl sec

h

- vertical distance from. road surface to
total system. c. g.

ft.

f

i

k

wheel m.oment of inertia about its spin axis
(iF - front wheel; iT - both wheels)
- vertical distance between rider upper body
c. g. and the upper body pivot point

2

lb-ft-sec

ft.

>:'For convenience in keeping the signs of CoL-and C ~ the sam.e, the
cornering stiffness coefficient (C do. ) sign is considered positive, which
is opposite to the practice in autornobile dynam.ics.

iv

2

TABLE OF SYMBOLS (cont.)

I

- bicycle wheelbase

ft.

r

- yaw rate

rad/sec.

t

- mechanical steering trail, perpendicular
distance from steer axis to center of front
wheel contact patch

ft.

- tire slip angle

rad.

- tire inclination (camber) angle

rad.

- bicycle sides lip angle

rad.

- steering assembly displacement angle

rad.

- steering axis inclination angle

rad.

See Figure 1.
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FIGURE 1

CHARACTERISTIC DIMENSIONS OF BICYCLE

V1.

1. 0

INTRODUCTION

From the outset of the Schwinn-sponsored bicycle studies at
Cals pan, an output of primary interest has been the identification and
quantification of performance parameters which can be used to define the
stability and controllability characteristics of new bicycle designs.

One of

the important goals associated with this work is the description of stability
indices and the evaluation of these indices, in terms of primary design
variables, to show s ensiti vity to changes in design.

In previous work on the program, the complete nonlinear digital
computer simulation has been used for such investigations (References 1
through 3).

This approach permits a thorough examination of the dynamic

performance characteristics of the bicycle but it is not a convenient method
for evaluating its fundamental control characteristics.

Therefore, a

simplified linear analysis of limited scope (position control*) was undertaken
to provide a basis for identifying key stability and control parameters.
This work is reported in Reference 3.

In this note, the analysis has been

extended to develop the steady state response characteristics of the bicycle
and rider for all control modes.

It is important that the conditions for which these expressions are

applicable be fully understood.

They are s teady- state equilibrium equations -

they describe the consistent sets of conditions for which the forces and
moments on the rider-bicycle system are in balance.

They do not define

sets of conditions for which the sys tern is not in trim (i. e. during transient
periods in going from one steady state condition to another).

In this sense,

they describe the "static" stability of the system and permit evaluation of
the response gains (or sensitivities) to control inputs.

*i. e. front wheel position is the control input.
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DISCUSSION
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Equations of Motion

1

The control of a two-wheel vehicle may be thought of in terms of three
distinct approaches to the application of inputs -

1.

Position control.
i~lacements

In this mode, the rider generates angular

of the front wheel with respect to the frame

to provide stabilizing or maneuvering inputs.

In steady

state, the appropriate force and moment balance relationships
D,ust always be satisfied and the rider must therefore always
provide the appropriate steer angles to produce this balance.
It is assumed that the rider supplies whatever steering torque

is required to maintain the desired steering angle.

2.

Torque control.

In this mode, the rider applies torgue

to the steering asselYlbly, as required, for stability and control
of the vehicle.

This is the form of control on which the

simulation model is based.

The output motions of interest

are the same as for position control (yaw rate, roll angle,
sideslip angle); in addition, the steer angle response is a
key term.

3.

Rider lean control.

With the bicycle, the operator has not

only the steering input for control but can also apply body
lean to affect response.

The effective input to the system is

a roll moment, which is a function of the angular dis placement
between the rider's upper body and the bicycle's plane of
syrnmetry.

Again, the response parameters of interest are

yaw rate, roll angle, sideslip angle, and steering angle.

2

The steady-state equations of motion which may be used to investigate
the stability and control characteristics of two-wheel vehicles consist of
four force or moment balance expressions - (i) side force; (2) yaw moment;
(3) roll moment, and (4) steer torque.

They are given in this order in

equations 1 through 4 which utilize the symbols given in the Table of Symbols.

SIDE FORCE EQUILIBRIUM EQUATION

+ CoLi<. { b I?\

V

._ (3 ")

'

o

+ C <p R. <P

This expression simply says that the side forces developed by the tires (due
to either slip angle or inclination angle) must equal the centrifugal force
due to path curvature.

YAW MOMENT EQUILIBRIUM EQUATION

[Co<,F (s ,c..~~ -

(3 --

bit.
b [ CoCR.l \I

~rt.) + C~F ('?
.

{3}

+ CCPr<.

cp

This equation balances the horizontal moments around the c. g. due to
front and rear tire forces.

ROLL MOMENT EQUILIBRIUM EQUATION

1-'
Vh. = 0

K

The primary terms are the first two - the centrifugal force effect and the
opposing roll angle effect.

The next term is associated with steering

geometry and the last is a gyroscopic effect.

For evaluating the steering

input relationships, the rider is assumed to remain in the plane of the
bicycle and the expression is therefore equated to zero.
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When rider lean

control is a pplied, the ze ro is replaced with a roll moment te rm which is
a function of the angle between the plane of the bicycle and the rider's
upper body.

STEER MOMENT EQUILIBRIUM EQUATION

T -

ClJ,,~ ) + C 'P F ( cP -t- ~ AN~ <r )-J
+ M5fVh. + kVh., -t- ~ (IF±' ,- vJs-t- )~(j

:L

LC<i.F (6 I-~ (J ,--

+ ~

~)

-

\<

(I F;t. - Wcs -f )

[4J

The terms on the right side of the equation are, in sequence:

the primary

front tire/mechanical trail effect; the centrifugal force effect on the
steering asserrlbly; the gyroscopic term; the steering geometry effect due
to steering dis placement, and the steering geometry effect due to roll angle.

For cornputing the rider lean control parameters, the value of T
was taken as zero.

2.2

Steady--State Response Parameters

The eqllations given in the previous section may be solved
simultaneously to define the response motions in terms of the control
inputs.

Thes e are the steady s tate transfer functions of the system.

Only

the first three equations are used to obtain the position control parameters;
all four are used to define the torque control and rider lean control
characteristics.

The results of these operations are shown in Tables 1

(steering control) and 2 (rider lean control).

The symbols N and

A

have

been used to indicate numerators and denominators of the transfer functions,
respectively.

Thus,

N

IL

~ IT

denotes the numerator of the yaw rate (r)

response for both steering position ( ~) control and steering torque (T)
control;

6. T is the denominator for torque control. As shown, the same

function of steering position serves as the nUIYlerator for torque control
(called

~

N T ) and the denominator for position control (called ~
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The rider lean control denominator,
torque denominator,

6..-\

6

CflR.

,is silTIply the steering

, modified by a dimensionless constant.

These steady-state solutions describe the set of conditions which
must be met for balanced forces and moments.

They do not define a

condition of dynarnic stability nor do they indicate the combination and
sequence of inputs necessary to reach the balanced condition.

For

example, reverse steering torque is necessary for cornering at moderate
speeds without rider lean but the initial torque must clearly be in the same
direction as the intended displacement.

The s teady-s tate position control transfer functions were previous ly
derived and discussed in Reference 3.
modifications, in Table 1.
and (

cp ) are

They are reproduced, with minor

The prirnary terms in the numerators of (r)

associated with velocity and wheelbase; although tire

characteristics, front end geometry, and gyroscopic effects are present,
t heir roles are lTIinor at reasonable speeds.
is associated with head tube angle .- cos

cr

The principal modifying term
The sideslip angle (

expression is quite involved but most of the terms are small.

(3 )

Note that

the rear tire cornering stiffness coefficient is the principal sensitivity
tern1.
The expression for steer angle ( ~

) is shown as both the numerator

of the steering response to a torque input and the denominator for the position
control parameters.

The terms have been arranged so that it has a basic

value of 1 which is then modified by the velocity-sensitive terms.

The expressions for the steady-state torque control parameters are
also given in Table 1.

The numerators of the transfer functions are the

same for torque control as they are for position control; the denominator
contains elements which are funcbons of the s tee ring as s embly geometry.
The most important factor to be noted is that the sign of the denominator
will change at some finite value of speed.

The implications of this sign

reversal will be discus sed in detail in the following section.
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The rider lean control transfer functions are given in Table 2.

The

expressions are based on the additional roll moment applied by the rider in
leaning with respect to the plane of the bicycle.

This effect can be

analyzed with the aid of the follo'Ning sketch.

®

L
'--., + cp

The line A-B represents the rigid rider-bicycle system with its
c. g. at point E which is at a distance (h) ctbove the ground.

For small

angles, the clockwis e roll torque about A at an inclination angle of

4' is

M ~ k cP . Assume that the rider'slower body remains fixed with respect
to the bicycle but that his upper body can rotate about a longitudinal axis
at point C.

The line CD represents the upper body which has its c. g. at

point F, a distance (k) above the pivot point.

The additive moment due to

the rider lean angle,

~ ~ (which is measured with respect to the bicycle)

is approximately M R

'r ~ 'PRo'

This is clearly a simplification of the

true roll moment but it permits the equations of motion to be written in a
generalized way that can either include or exclude rider lean control with
minimum modification.

9

The nurnerators of the r,

'f'

and~·

transfer functions for lean

control are not the saITle as those for steering control.

The saITle design

parameters are present however, and their effects ITlay be analyzed in the
saITle way.

Note that the denoITlinator is the saITle as that for steering torque

control except for the constant ITlultiplying factor.

Prior to discussing the effects of individual design paraITleters on
the perforITlance of conventional bicycles, it is of interest to concentrate
on the basic front end geoITletry effects.

A terITl which recurs throughout

these expressions for steady-state perforITlance is (

eF L- ws·f

).

The two eleITlents in this terITl cOITlbine front wheel loading (ZF) and
mechanical trail (t) considerations and steering asseITlbly weight (W S) and
its mas s offset (f) froITl the stee ring axis, res pectively.

In conventional

bicycle designs, ZF '> Ws and t > f; therefore, we can be priITlarily
concerned with the ITlagnitude and sign of the ZFt portion of this terITl for
these designs.

In this case, the product of ZF (which is always negative)

and t (which is positive in the coordinate conventions used in this analysis)
is negative.

However, the sign of the trail ITlay be negative in certain

unconventional designs and, therefore, the sign of ZFt can be positive. ,;,
When this occurs, the values for the speeds at which sign changes occur
in the perforrnance paraITleters becoITle iITlaginary - that is, there are no
si gn inversions of the paraITleters in the norITlal operational range of speed.
Let us exaITline the ITleaning of this in terITlS of stability and control.

One of the priITlary effects of negative trail (or, ITlore generally, of
a positive value of the ZFt- W Sf terITl) is that larger roll angles are
required for all equivalent cornering conditions.
value

In effect, at a given

of lateral acceleration, the bicycle ITlust be rolled to a larger angle

':'It will be noted that when t is small with respect to f (i. e. trail is
approxiITlately zero), the effect of WSf can no longer be neglected.

10

than a design with positive trail to compensate for the roll moment due to
front end geometry which augments the moment due to centrifugal force.
Another effect of negative trail is to decrease the steady state
sensitivities of yaw rate and steer angle to input torque - more torque is
needed to perform a given cornering maneuver.

However, there is no

change in sign of this parameter over the speed range.
2.2.1

Position Control Parameters
The three position control parameters -

h.j ~

1

c.p / sand /3/S

provide information on yaw rate gain, roll sensitivity and tracking,
respectively.

The first can be extended to CL'i1 ~

sensitivity, by multiplying by velocity

,lateral control

(~'t/b = \j

ILl s ).

They are

us eful for des cribing rider input requirements.
Yaw Rate Gain,
This expression consists of the basic Ackermann steering term plus
understeer-oversteer effects due to tire characteristics.

The increased

responsiveness (i. e., gain) of short wheelbase bicycles is clearly shown
by the

\//.1.

It can be said, in general, that high values of this

term.

function result in a "nervous!! bicycle - it can be more easily overcontrolled.
Very low values, on the other ha.nd, result in non-responsiveness; larger
steering angles are required to perform a given turn at a given speed.
Note that the value for this parameter depends only very weakly on
the camber thrus t terms, CQ>F and

C~R'

The effect is reduced even

further by the small values of these coefficients for high inflation pressure
tires in current use.

Also, the gyroscopic effect of the wheels, represented

by the iT term, is almost negligible in this parameter.

The principal

numerator term is therefore the steering head rake effect - ,t:~
Large values of

cr

cr .

(the chopper design) tend to reduce the value of the

11

control gain.

In conjunction with the longer wheelbases found in chopper

units, the gain can be sufficiently reduced that tight turns at low speed
become very difficult to perform.

The primary denominator term.

M ,,~(QCO(F

[I

t z. C. otF

and

II

b C~R.

)1

Ci;I.,.;z.

describes the bicycle's understeer -oversteer characteristics.

"a...CQ(..F"

-

In general,

b~~" are nearly equal (although the first term is usually

slightly larger) and bicycles tend to be neutral steer vehicles.
case, it is undesirable for the speed at which this

In any

total terlll becollles

In effect,

>

•

is a desirable design practice.

Based on the llleasurelllents of tire characteristics perforllled at
Calspan (Reference 2), this is alrnost always the case for matched tire
sets.

Some cOlllbinations, with a tire having a lower

Col

value lllounted

on the rear, can violate this criterion.

Roll Sensitivity,

<P / S

This parameter provides a. convenient llleasure of the steady-state
of the bicycle in a turn.

Its denorninator is the sallle as that for the r /8

transfer func tion and the sallle

0

bs ervations as lllade previous ly apply.

Its numerator is dOlllinated by two principal terllls,

IFt-Wsf
M h ~
trail).

,

W

,,%. Cc:s::l. cr-

and

't~~

h'hh
'
(f or POSl lve mec h
'
1
lC
ave OppOSl' et slgns
anlca

Therefore, a finite speed exists at which the bicycle can be

cornered in an upright position (i. e. ~

r-. t ll,

L

F

i. -

\'1\ h ~

= 0).

Wsf )

t:~ (f"
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This s peed is

JY;"

0,-

J

For good ricieability, it appears to be desirable that this speed be near the
lower end of the normal operation s peed range.

This allows steady-state

roll angles to be kept small over the operating range but s till provides
adequate sensitivity in the roll angle cue at higher speeds where it is
important.

It should be noted that no such speed exists for bicycles with
negative mechanical trail.

For these designs, the sign of the numerator

is alwa'ys positive, producing larger steady state roll angles at all speeds
than required by a similar bicycle of conventional design.
It should also be observed that the value for" cp will be higher for

a given bicycle if the rider is lightweight, since the values for both (M)
and (h) will be reduced.

Bicycle Sideslip Angle Gain,
This parameter gives a lueasure of the angle between the bicycle 1 s
heading and its velocity vector and therefore indicates how well the unit
tracks along curved paths.

For reasonable designs, this angle never gets

very large under normal riding conditions and it is probably the least
significant of the parameters for evaluating rideability.

Stripped of terms

involving the tire camber thrust coefficients, the expression reduces to

( ~ _ M \J"l-a..:,
\ 1..
JL~ C"'-R.

)

cos

a-.

This shows the basic dependence of the

value of this term on bicycle geometry (a, b, 1, C"'-~ 1(\) which is modified
by operational factors - rider weight and speed.

Note that the expression

in the brackets can be solved for a speed at which the value of

f3

zero; this is the condition for which the bicycle tracks precisely.

will be
Also

note that at low speeds the front wheel track is outside that of the rear
wheel (the bicycle "noses out ll ) whereas, above the tangent speed (the speed
for

f3

= 0),

it "noses in".

As indicated earlier, it is not expected that

there will be large differences in the value of this parameter among
bicycles of reasonable design.
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2.2.2

Torque Coxltrol Parameters

The four torque control parameters -

Y.. ,<rjT

'

BjT

, and

alT

have the same nUDlerators as their counterpart position control transfer
functions have.
pararneter.

The

2i

denominator becomes the nume rator in the

S/',

The comments made in the previous section with respect to

these expressions are still applicable.

The

fl-I

function is therefore of

primary interest.

The expression consists of terms which all contain steering geometry
One of them, (&"I/V ~ -_ l ~: 1. - \/\is f ), is inde pendent of s peed; all
2
M\t\c;y
others are functions of V . The constiht term has opposite sign (in conventional

effects.

bicycle designs) to the other terms and, therefore, a specific velocity at
which the values for all the transfer functions become infinite can be
computed.

This is a very important stability-related parameter to which

we have given the name, Inversion Speed.

The sign of the expression

changes at this speed; in conventional bicycle designs, it is negative below
this speed and positive above it.

It is convenient to revise the expression for

evaluate th i s in vel'S i on speed.

r.F

:=

.6.,\

in order to

Note that -

M%b Ii

,

it is the portion of the total weight which is reacted at the front wheel
contact patch.

Similarly,

l:..i=L-Wsf.

lea--

-

= MFg.

Therefore,

!VI ~ b +

t Ms+
...t.z-

and several of the terms shown in the expression for

D.T are cancelling.

The velocity-sensitive portion of the expression rnay then be approximated
(neglecting the terms of the form of ;: cP ) and rewritten as:

Cot..
.l_F_;_'Y\..._~_

14

J

For i

T

= 2 iF and with further clearing, we obtain -

,,'l- i.. ~

tC)l)

cr

R..e..

L

- 2

._(tb
h.-t.

W5.f
Wh

";-

)+

~<r

J

This may now be combined with an abbreviated form of the first term of
the expres sion to give -

If

,,\("

= l"l F .1.- vJ 5 {: )\ ,~'V\.. <!"

AT
t..b
l·~£..-

-

:t.. b
-9\; t.

Ws f \ .
W h ) .+- .

~~" ~~ [ 4lM- ~ - ?C~~ - ~~) 1

.W5+'
Wh)

is small with respect to sin

condition for conventional design),

(t"'

(a reasonable

then the inversion speed (VI) can be

approximated by -

This approximation gives estimates of VI which are slightly low but it
does show the importance of the value of trail to this index for a given
size bicycle and the significance of the gyroscopic effect of the front
wheel.
2.2.3

Rider Lean Control Paranleters

Although rider lean control is normally associated with transient
maneuvering, it may also be part of the steady-state control technique used
by the rider.
hands-off.

In fact, it is the only control available to the rider operating

The steady-state transfer functions given in Table 2 offer a

means for evaluating the perforrnance of the system in this mode of control
and they gi ve some insight into the riding operation when this mode is us ed
to augment or offset the effects of applied steering torque.

Three rider lean control parameter s have been identified for further analysis.

/l/lPR..' cP/ £P R..

,and

~ / cp R....

The denominators of these terms

are the sarrle as for steering torque control (except for the constant multiplier)
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but the numerators are different.
changed and, in the case of
value is zero is defined.

41/ q>R.

Hence, the gains (sensitivities) are

'

a new speed for which the numerator

Also note that the basic sign of this parameter

is negative.

As indicated previous ly, the rider lean control equations of motion
were written for the condition in which applied steering torque is zero.
In effect, this is the hands -off condition and the steering assembly seeks
a displacement for which this torque balance is satisfied.

This may not be

a stable riding condition in some circumstances.

2.2.4

Further Simplifications

The expressions given in Tables I and 2 can be further simplified
if their application is restricted to more-or-Iess conventional designs and
reasonable speed ranges.

In effect, the camber thrust terms (C <f> ) and

some of the gyros copic terms can be dis carded.

The resultant expres sions,

given in the form of the complete parameters rather than in the numerator
and denominator form of the previous tables, are shown in Table 3.

2.3

The Specific Speed Terms

The special conditions of operation for which any of the res pons e
parameters takes a zero or infinite value will be briefly discussed in this
section.

The se conditions, which are as socia ted with specific values of

forward speed, constitute a set of quantifiable indices which can be used in
evaluating bicycle designs. Five of these speeds will be identified - the
critical (or characteristic) speed for yaw stability, the ze ro sideslip speed
for tracking fideHty, two upright cornering speeds for zero roll angle, and
the inversion speed at which control torque requirements change sign.
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Critical/Characteristic Speed, V C

This term, which is carried over from automobile practice, is a
metric describing the yaw stability of the bicycle.

It is defined by the

expression -

i\!\

l

CLCci..F -

b Co<..~ ')

and it is primarily a function of weight distribution and tire cornering
stiffness.

The sign of the factor

(Ci...Cci...F - b

Co(.l<.... ) designates whether

the computed speed is the critical speed - the s peed at which the bicycle
becomes statically unstable - or the characteristic speed - the s peed at
which the

$;

value is twice that at zero speed for a given turn.

The

negative sign is associated with characteristic speed; a positive value
indicates that a critical speed exists.

In general, these speeds are well

outside of the normal operating speed range of the bicycle although the
effect may influence sensitivities within the operating range to some degree.

Zero Roll Angle S peed for Steering Control,

\j !R

In the abs ence of other significant effects, this s peed is primarily
determined from -

,"

l-

~

For reasonable designs, it will have a value of a few feet per second.
Note that for low values of trail and mass offset, the value for this speed
index tends toward zero.

Zero Roll Angle Speed for Rider Lean Control,

V<PR..

This speed can be presented approximately by -

~'ca .:t0vvL. cr

E..t ~V\.. <r
R <.. rn:L b 1- t<'~ f t )

• .1
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1

•

for bicycles with positive trail.

For reasonable designs, it will have a

value of several feet per second.

At speeds below

Vtf r.z.,

the signs of the

bicycle roll angle and rider lean angle are opposite; above

V~ R.'

thes e

variables have the same sign (up to the inversion speed).

Zero Slip Angle Speed for Stee ring Control,

\J /?>

To first order, this speed is defined by -

For normal bicycle designs, the value of this index is about 15-20 ft/sec.
(10-15 mph).

Throughout most of the ope rating s peed range, bicycles

with values of. this- index on this order will track with little sideslip.
Designs with short wheel bases and/or lower cornering stiffness rear
tires will have Lowe r values for

V~

Inve rsion Speed, VI

The most significant of the stability index speeds is the one which
is as sociated with a ze ro value of the denominator term for steering torque
and rider lean control.

It identifies the operating condition for which,

in fact, no steady s tate in r,

GP ,

and

S

is achievable.

As indicated by

the expressions given in Tables 1 and 3, this speed is -

!- F ~<l
.,.liZ

L~

IS" -t

,2. (r.F L -\IJ",O
M~~

1

The expression involves tenus which are functions of the steering system
geometry.

Physically, this index identifies operating conditions for which a
heavy burden is placed on the rider for maintaining system stability and
controllability.

For conventional bicycles, the inve rsion s peed is of the

order of 15 to 20 mph, but designs with short trail will have smaller values
which will make them difficult to ride.

2.4

Steady-State Stability Indices

The performance parameters discussed in the previous section
provide some insight into the definition of quantitative measures of bicycle
responses which may be employed as Stability Indices.

In addition, it has

been shown that some of these parameters may have zero or infinite values
at specific values of forward speed and that these speeds are also significant
in characterizing stability and/or controllability.

In fact, it appears that

if real and finite speeds of this kind do not exist in the design, the bicycle

may be uncontrollable in the sense of steady-state response in certain
operational ranges.

Three bic yc Ie designs have been compared on the basis of their
values for several of the response parameters developed in this analysis.
The results a.re reported in Reference 5 , which has been previously
submitted to Schwinn.

Table 1 of that reference is reproduced here as

Table 4 to illustrate some typical results.

Briefly, the table which contains

the values for the parameters at only one speed (10 mph), shows that
relatively little difference in performance is to be expected between a
proven Schwinn design and a so-called maximum trail design but that a
!!minimum trail design!! would be distinctly different in the normal speed
range.

Although we are not yet able to evaluate the significance of small

diffe rences in the values of the paramete rs with res pect to design optimization
(for example, we cannot say that the differences between the Schwinn
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TABLE 4
STABILITY INDEX COMPARISON

2.2

--

4.7

1--,._-.-

3. 3

Suburban and the "m.axim.um. trail design" are m.eaningful to the rider),
we are confident that these steady state indices are in fact useful for
stability and controllability evaluations.

The values given in the table are for the condition of a 160 pound
rider in the upright riding position at 10 m.ph.

This speed is very close

to the inversion speed of the m.inirnum. trail design for this condition and
this configuration therefore exhibits marked differences in the values of
the perform.ance m.etrics from. the other two designs for both steering
torque control and rider lean control.

The very high values for the

sensitivity param.eters at this condition suggest that this bicycle would be
quite difficult to ride in the normal speed range since it would re quire
excessive rider attention.
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3.0

CONCLUSIONS

The steady-state bicycle Response Parameters developed in this
analysis, together with the definition of critical operating conditions
which we have called Stability Indices, provide a partial basis for evaluating
bicycle stability and control in quantitati ve terms.

It has been shown that

the values of some of these terms provide clear differentiation among
bicycles of various designs in a performance sense.

In evaluating the significance of these performance parameters, it
is necessary that general subjective criteria of desirable characteristics
be established.

1.

They are:

The bicycle should corner with reasonable roll angle
throughout its nominal operating speed range.

2.

The bicycle should corner with minimum sideslip angle
(i. e. the angular difference between the velocity vector and
heading should be small).

3.

The bicycle should not be overly sensitive to any mode of
control input throughout its nominal operating speed range.

On the basis of these criteria, the significant stability indices and
response parameters are:
•

Position control sideslip angle sensitivity

•

Zero roll angle speed for rider lean control

•

Inversion speed

The values for these indices depend primarily of front end geometry (rake
angle and trail), front wheel gyroscopic effect, and rear tire cornering
stiffness for a given bicycle size and rider weight.

These design factors

appear to be the critical elements for assuring satisfactory stability and
control.
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4.0

RECOMMENDATIONS

The response parameters and their variants, the stability indices,
identified above provide a basis for evaluating and comparing bicycles.
In some cases, the magnitude and sign of the term may be directly

significant; in others, however, there is no supporting data to put the
value of the term in perspective.

For example, it is difficult to predict

whether a difference, of say, 10% in the value of .Il.j~ at some given speed
for two different bicycles is meaningful to the rider.

We therefore recom.mend

the following:

1.

Perform full-scale tests on a few selected instrumented
bicycles to validate the computations and obtain comparative
values for Some of the res ponse parameters.

In effect, we

recommend initiating work on Task 4 of the program which
was submitted to Schwinn in September

1973 (Reference 6 ).

The tes ts would include riding in cons tant radius circles at
several speeds under both steering control and hands -off.
Measured data should include speed, steer angle, steer
torque, roll angle, rider lean angle.

In addition, we would

want to examine correlations of subjective opinions of the
riders regarding stability and control with values of the
indices.
2.

It would be very convenient in performing thes e tests to

have a variable characteristics bicycle so that substantial
changes could be rnade in the values of the design parameters
and thereby examine performance extremes.

We therefore

recommend that Task 3 of the proposed program also be
initiated.
3.

The numerical results given here have been concentrated on
comparing steering geometry designs.
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It is also of interest

to exaITline the effects of other design factors, rider weight,
and riding position on these steady state control indices.
We recoITlITlend that a brief paraITletric study of these factors
be initiated.

4.

The analyses given here can be extended to yield siITlplified
representations for the dynaITlic stability characteristics of
bicycles.

This was done to a liITlited degree for the position

control ITlode of operation in Reference 3.

We now

recoITlITlend that a sirnilar analysis be ITlade of the
characteristic expression for the steering torque control
and rider lean control ITlodes.

The output of this work

would provide additional perforITlance indices (characteristic
tiITle constants, frequencies, and daITlping factors) to
suppleITlent the steady state sensitivity paraITleters developed
here.
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